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Introduction

VFER is a congestion controlled, connection based, bidirectional transport level
protocol that is meant to work on top of IP. The protocol is designed to be
TCP-friendly and optimized for high bandwidth links. This document describes
the specifications of the protocol. It does not describe an API, nor does give
justification as to how or why this protocol should be used or implemented. For
the description of the currently implemented API please refer to [2].

1 Protocol Overview

A logical VFER connection requires two endpoints, both of which are initialized
to be in the disconnected connection state. The first endpoint- the server, is
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initially passive. This endpoint starts by entering the listening state- listening
for incoming connections. The second endpoint is initially active as it connects
to the server, we term it the client. The client starts by entering the connecting
state.

The first exchange is a three way handshake and thereafter the distinction
between the server and the client is lost due to the bidirectional nature of the
protocol and we talk about the sender and receiver instead, or endpoint if we do
not wish to differentiate between the two. From the perspective of the protocol
it does not matter which endpoint initiated or accepted the connection as both
endpoints transition into the connected connection state.

VFER is a bidirectional datagram-based protocol- data from the application
is not streamed, it is handed down to the protocol in discrete units which are
termed datagrams. The protocol fragments datagrams into data pieces and pay-
loads these data onto data packets for transmission. VFER guarantees reliable
datagram delivery. At the receiver, data carried by data packets is stitched
back together into datagrams. Once the receiver receives a datagram in full,
the datagram may be collected by the application maintaining the connection
handle.

The reliability of the protocol depends on a stream of acknowledgment pack-
ets, referred to as acks, sent by the data receiver. These packets carry some
timing information along with a set of data ranges of data that the receiver
is expecting but has not received at the time the ack packet was sent. VFER
implements a congestion control that uses packet delay information along with
detected packet loss information to influence the data sending rate. For max-
imum path utilization, VFER also uses a path maximum transmission unit
discovery (PMTUD) mechanism to determine the best size for the data packets.

Termination of a connection can be initialized by either endpoint and at any
time. This documents describes a very simple connection closure handshake al-
though much more robust mechanisms are readily available. Connection closure
is engineered to be simple- future versions of the protocol are likely to describe
a more robust mechanism. The initiating endpoint transitions into the closing
state of the connection, and after a certain interaction or time threshold both
endpoints transition into their initial disconnected state.

The remainder of this document describes VFER in detail. The organization
is structured around connection states, packet types, and congestion and flow
controls.

2 Packet Formats

VFER has a number of packet types. These types indicate how a receiver
should interpret a packet’s payload and they can transition the receiver and/or
the sender to a different connection state. Some of the packets specify transi-
tions between connection states- Request, Response, Close; another packet- the
Ack packet is used to facilitate the data exchange, whereas the data itself is
transfered in Data packets.
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The default action upon processing a packet with a malformed header or a
packet meant to be received in another connection state is to drop the packet
and not take any action regarding its contents. Likewise endpoints should not
send out packet types in connection states other than those specified for each
packet type.

The rest of this section describes the packet types and the information they
carry in detail. It might be useful to skip this section and refer back to it when
reading the rest of the document.

2.1 Generic Packet Header

1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Source Port Number | Destination Port Number |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Packet Length | Checksum |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Type |Version| Options |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Sequence Number |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Timestamp [seconds] |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Timestamp [microseconds] |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Each VFER packet carries a generic header to which the formats outlined in
the sections below are postfixed. Some of these packets do not carry any data
besides the generic header.

With each packet we identify source and destination ports just as the UDP
and TCP protocols. We also include the packet length and a checksum of the
entire payload. These initial fields reflect the UDP header exactly- this is done
so that VFER can be more easily implemented on top of UDP. These fields will
not be mentioned elsewhere in this document and can assume to follow standard
UDP specifications.

The generic header also includes a packet type field which identifies the
format of the data payload following the generic header, the protocol version
field which identifies the protocol and should be defaulted to the value 1, a
space for protocol options- which may be used by other packet types to modify
packet format interpretation at the receiver, and a sequence number- a unique
identifier for this packet. Interpretation of the options and the sequence number
fields depends on the packet type field. Lastly, the generic header also includes
space for a unix time stamp which is used for computing relative delay by the
receiver.
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2.2 Request Packet

1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Max Datagram Size |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Receive Buffer Size |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Send Buffer Size |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Init Datagram Number |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

A request packet is sent by the client to initiate a connection with a server.
This packet parametrizes the sending endpoint for the connection to follow.

The generic header of the request packet carries a type field set to 1 and
the options field set to 0 for this packet. The sequence number field in the
generic header of this packet is the client’s initial sequence number- thereafter
incremented by one on each successive packet.

The max datagram size field defines a limit on datagram sizes acceptable
by the receiver. The sender should not send datagrams of size exceeding this
value. Receive and send buffer sizes parametrize the flow control mechanism
of the client and are advertised to the server so that the server can perform
effective flow control. The initial datagram number informs the server of the
first datagram number the client will use.

2.3 Response Packet

1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Init Datagram Number | Server Connection Port |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Max Datagram Size |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Receive Buffer Size |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Send Buffer Size |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Request Packet Delay |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

The response packet is sent by the server as a reply to the request packet
sent by the client. The response packet format is almost identical to that of the
request packet.
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The generic header of the response packet carries a type field set to 2 and
the options field set to 0 for this packet. The sequence number field in the
generic header of this packet is the server’s initial sequence number- thereafter
incremented by one on each successive packet.

The response packet format specifies two more fields than the request packet
format- the server connection port, and the request packet delay fields. The
server port field specifies the server’s port number to which all packets for this
connection should be sent in the future. This allows the server to demultiplex the
listening port from any accepted connections and use it exclusively for receiving
request packets. The request packet delay field is used to communicate to the
client the relative delay of the request packet.

2.4 Data Packet

1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Datagram Id | Data Offset |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Datagram Length |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| |
| Data |
| |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Data packets are the only data carrying packets in VFER. The generic header
of a data packet carries a type field set to 3 and the options field defaulted to
0. The sequence number field in the generic header of a data packet uniquely
identifies the packet and except for sequence space limitations an endpoint is
expected to generate unique sequence numbers for each new packet that is sent.

By default, each data packet includes three fields- the datagram identifier,
the data offset, and the data field. The datagram identifier associates the data
in the data packet with a particular datagram, while the data offset specifies
the data offset within the datagram for the data in the data field of the packet.
To determine the length of the data field, an endpoint should subtract the sum
of the header field lengths from the packet size. The size of the data field
principally depends on the MTU discovery mechanism.

Data packets also optionally include a datagram length field which appears in
a data packet if the generic header options field is set to 1 instead of the default
0 value. This field is usually carried by the first packets carrying data for a
datagram unseen by the receiver. Once a data packet carrying the datagram
length has been acknowledged, the datagram length field should be left out.
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2.5 Acknowledgment Packet

1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Last Seq Number Received |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Num of Packets Lost | Oldest Datagram Num to Resend |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Newest Datagram Seen | Delay Delta (high bits) .
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
. Delay Delta (low bits) | Current Delay (high bits) .
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
. Current Delay (low bits) | Total Received (high bits) .
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
. Total Received (low bits) | Intervals Datagram Number |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Intervals Count |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Intervals[0].start |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Intervals[0].end |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
. .... .
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Intervals[N].start |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Intervals[N].end |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Acknowledgment (ack) packets are meant to be sent as a signal to the data
sender. These packets signal possible data loss, path congestion, and are instru-
mental in providing reliable datagram delivery.

The generic header for an ack packet carries a type field set to 4 and the
options field set to 0 by default. The sequence number field in the generic
header of an ack packet packet, just like for data packets, should be unique up
to sequence space limitations, and incremented every time either a data or an
ack packet are sent- i.e.. acks and data packets share the same sequence space.

An ack packet carries the following fields- the sequence number of the most
recent data carrying packet received, the number of packets this endpoint has
estimated as having been lost since the previous transmission of a an ack, the
datagram number of the oldest incomplete datagram which this endpoint ex-
pects to receive, and the newest datagram this endpoint has observed. Besides
these fields, the ack packet also carries timing information such as the delay delta
(see congestion control section for more information) expressed in microseconds,
and current delay which is also expressed in microseconds. The ack packet also
carries the total number of data bytes received by the endpoint.
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The ack packet can also optionally carry negative acknowledgment specifics
of datagram data. If this additional information is payloaded, the options field
in the ack’s generic header will be set to a value of 1 instead of the default value
of 0. The negative acknowledgment information is formatted as a sequence of
data ranges specific to a certain datagram specified by the intervals datagram
number. The intervals count is the number of these intervals in the packet. The
rest of the packet is a list of [start,end] values of data intervals that specify
which intervals the sender is missing at the time of formulating this packet.

2.6 Close Packet

The close packet is a signal that the connection is about to be terminated by
the sender. The close packet does not carry any data. The generic header for
a close packet carries a type field set to 5 and the options field set to 0. The
sequence number field in the generic header of a close packet packet pays the
same role as it does for data and ack packets with which it shares the sequence
space.

2.7 Packet Checksums

Because the first prototype of the protocol is built on top of UDP, some features
provided by UDP take care of alleviating the problems usually associated with
programming directly at the IP level. First and foremost, UDP takes care of
removing multiple copies of a packet and has port fields and address fields on
every packet.

Another feature is checksuming. UDP checksums cover the whole datagram
plus some IP fields, obviating the need for checksums in a VFER prototype built
on top of UDP. Thus the initial prototype implicitly relies on UDP’s mechanism
to verify, compute and payload packet checksums for all incoming and outgoing
VFER packets.

3 Connection Handshake

Initially both endpoints are in the Disconnected state. Just as with TCP, an
endpoint becomes a server or a client depending on whether it chooses to listen
for incoming connections or chooses to send a request packet to a listening
connection. VFER specifies a three way handshake wherein the server responds
to the client’s request packet with a response packet and the client responds to
the server’s response packet with an ack packet.

Client The client initiates the connection by sending a request packet. If the
client does not receive a response packet from the server for a REQUESTRETRYINTERVAL
time period, the client retries with the same request packet until it has done so
MAXREQUESTTRIES times.
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Once the client receives a response packet from the server, it enters the
Connected state and sends an ack packet to the server. In the case that this
ack packet is lost, the server will resend the response packet and the client will
resend the ack until the connection in established. However, there are other
timeout mechanisms that might influence when this process might come to and
end. In particular, if the client is the first to send data, and data is enqueued
at the time that the response packet arrives from the server, the client will
transition to the Connected state and begin sending data. If the data remains
unacknowledged for too long a time, the connection will timeout before the
endpoints have been truly connected.

Server Upon receiving a request packet, the server may take an indefinite time
to respond. For example, the server might be legitimately delayed in responding
because of an incoming connections queue buildup. For this reason, the request
and response packet pair should not be used to compute the initial RTT estimate
at the client endpoint.

After responding with a response packet, the server waits for the client’s ack
before transitioning into the connected state. The server waits for a HANDSHAKE_ACK_WAIT_INTERVAL
time period before resending the response packet. Once MAX_RESPONSE_TRIES
responses have been sent, the server times out on the connection. If the server
receives the client’s ack before timing out, the server transitions into the con-
nected state.

Request and Response payload Each datagram sent by a sender using
VFER is associated with an identifier that is initialized and exchanged during
the protocol handshake (the initial datagram number). The initial value for this
identifier is generated independently by each endpoint and exchanged during
the handshake. The recommended procedure to generate the initial datagram
number is to use a randomized value, as the purpose of this identifier is two
fold: to map information carried by packets to datagrams and to alleviate the
danger of the spoofing of the connection.

The maximum datagram size, receive buffer and send buffer sizes are should
be set as high as possible so that the protocol incurs the least overhead in being
constrained by these values.

The server’s response packet caries two more values than then request packet-
the server’s connection port is used to demultiplex the server’s listening port and
the client should use this value for any future packets intended for the server,
including the ack packet which completes the three way handshake. The request
packet delay field of the response packet should be set to the time difference
between the timestamp on the request packet and the time that the request
packet was received by the server. This value is used by the client to seed some
of the internal timing mechanisms.

The bidirectional nature of the connection following the handshake allows us
to deal with a “half connection,” and associate with it a sender and a receiver-
both of which may be either of the end-hosts from the handshake part of the
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protocol.

4 Data Transfer

Data transfer in VFER can be viewed from two perspectives. The sender is
transmitting packets without caring about reliability, determined only to send
as much data as possible under the constraint of the rate controls. The receiver
on the other hand reconstructs the variable sized datagrams with data from the
sender and informs the sender of what is missing and needs to be resent. Once
a datagram is complete, the receiver allows the application to “receive” it, and
the receiver must inform the sender of the successful transmission. Here we
will consider how the technical details of how VFER provides reliable datagram
transmission. This mechanism is presented and is engineered to be relatively
independent of the rate control mechanism even though the two nevertheless
impact one another.

If we consider a half-connection then the only way that the sender commu-
nicates to the receiver is via data packets and the only way that the receiver
communicates to the sender is via ack packets. Therefore we focus on how each
party in the half-connection decides what to send and how they decide when to
send it.

4.1 Sender

Its best to consider the sender as a greedy algorithm that tries to push out as
much data as possible with the constraint that it must oblige the rate control
that impacts the sending rate and the receiver who might request certain data
to be resent.

The sender maintains a list of datagrams that the receiver has not indicated
as having been received in full. We will refer to this list as the send datagrams
list. For each datagram in this list, the sender maintains two lists of data
ranges. The first is the missing_data list which contains data ranges (list of
(start,end) pairs) that need to be sent out. The second list is the sent_data list
which contains data ranges that have been sent but have not been acknowledged
by the receiver. The sender’s job then is three fold. First of all it needs to receive
feedback from the receiver (in the form of ack packets) and update the ranges in
the two lists. Secondly, the sender needs to send data from the missing_data
ranges list and move the sent ranges to the missing_data range list; however
it must send data under the supervision of the rate control. Lastly, the sender
needs to maintain a set of timeouts for the data ranges in the sent_data list
so that data that has been lost on the way to the receiver may be resent- note
that this entails moving the timed out ranges from the sent_data list to the
missing_data list.
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4.1.1 Processing feedback

Upon receiving an ack from the receiver, the sender first considers the oldest
frame field. This value acts a cumulative acknowledgment of datagrams- if it is
newer than the datagram number of the first datagram in the send datagrams
list, the sender dequeues all datagrams up to the datagram number indicated
by this field. In this way, the receiver may succinctly communicate reception of
multiple datagrams.

Next, the sender processes the negative acknowledgment intervals list, if one
is included with the ack packet. These intervals are meant for a particular
datagram specified by intervals datagram number. For each range carried by
the packet, if the range appears in either of the missing_data or the sent_data
lists, the range is removed from the list(s). Once all of the ranges have been
processed in this manner, the sender increments the unacked counter for all the
datagram ranges in the sent_data list appear before the lowest range that has
been acknowledged and removed from the list. The unacked counter is kept for
each data range in the sent_data list and is initialized to 0 when the range is
first added to the list.

Note that the receiver can also indicate that the datagram has been fully
received by sending an interval of (0,0). Whenever both of a datagram’s lists-
the sent_data and the missing_data lists are empty, the sender may remove
the the datagram from the list even if this datagram is not the first datagram
in the list.

4.1.2 Sending data

The sender sends data in chunks specified by the PMTUD mechanism (see
section X). The sender sends data exclusively from the missing_data list. At
any one time, the rate control knows how much data may be sent- it maintains
a dynamically changing congestion window. The sender begins with the first,
and the oldest, datagram in the missing_data range list. On every send, the
sent data range is relocated to the sent_data range list and its unacked value
is initialized to 0. Once the allocated congestion window does not allow for any
more data, the waits until the window expands.

4.1.3 Resending mechanism

The sender resends data ranges that are lost by maintaining a threshold for the
unacked counter associated with each data range in the missing_data ranges
list. Whenever this counter exceeds the threshold, the relevant data range is
merged back into the missing_data ranges list. In this way the sender eventu-
ally resends datagrams that are repetitively unacknowledged by the receiver.

4.2 Receiver

Unlike the sender, the receiver maintains two lists of datagrams. The first is
the recv_data datagrams list which maintains datagrams that either haven’t
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been received in full or have been received in full but are not at the front of the
list. The second list is the recvd_data datagrams list that maintains datagrams
that have been received in full and are ready to be returned to the local client
via the api interface. The receiver’s mechanics can be broken up broadly into
receiving data packets and handling received data, and sending ack packets to
the sender.

4.2.1 Receiving data packets

The receiver maintains a number of variables to control a time out when the
receiver will send an ack packet. The idea is that the receiver wants to send ack
packets only when there has been enough data received to make the ack packet
worthwhile to the sender. To this end, the receiver maintains the unacked_bytes
and unacked_packets variables that are incremented by the number of data
bytes received and by 1 respectively every time a data packet arrives. These
variables are reset to 0 whenever an ack packet is sent. Another variable that is
updated whenever a data packet is received is total_received variable which
maintains the cumulative number of bytes received by the receiver since the
beginning of the connection.

The receiver also maintains a history of previous relative delays for the data
packets. This history is maintained in a sliding window fashion at two window
resolutions- the base relative delay and the current relative delay. The base
delay history is maintained at resolution of 100*RTT whereas the current delay
history is maintained at the 10*RTT window resolution. What this means is that
whenever the history is updated with a new measurement, the history prunes
all values that have been recorded more than window size time ago. In this
sliding window style, the base and the current delay histories may be queried
for maximum and the minimum relative delay. These values are then used to
determine the delay_delta field in the ack packet.

When the receiver receives a data packet, it updates the aforementioned
variables and adds the data at the data offset specified in the packet to the
correct datagram in the recv_data datagrams list. The receiver also maintains
a missing_data list for datagrams in the recv_data datagrams list with which
the receiver tracks the data ranges that are yet to be received for the datagram.
It its this list which is payloaded onto the ack packets when they are sent to the
sender.

4.2.2 Sending ack packets

In sending ack packets, the receiver signals to the sender the data ranges that
are still to be received, as well as various timing and statistical information that
is used by the sender for congestion control- e.g. number of lost packets, and
relative delay statistics of the data packet stream.

Ack packets are sent in one of two cases. The first is when the amount
of time since the last ack is ≥ RTT/2 and the receiver has received but has
not yet acknowledged some number of bytes. The second case when an ack
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packet is sent by the receiver is when the number of packets received reaches
the UNACKED_THRESH threshold. Thereby, ack packets are sent no sooner than
the min of the time it takes to receive UNACKED_THRESH number of packets and
RTT/2. That means that the sender should expect to see an ack packet no
less frequently than RTT/2. The interval list payloaded on the ack packet is
always the missing_data intervals list for the first datagram in the recv_data
datagrams list.

4.3 Connection Termination

The connection may be terminated by any of the two endpoints at any time.
The clean way of terminating the connection is to send a close packet before
closing the connection so as to alert the other endpoint of the intention to close
the connection. Once the close packet has been sent, no further action must
be taken and the sending endpoint may terminate the connection whenever
it prefers to do so. Likewise, upon receiving a close packet, an endpoint can
assume that no more packets will follow the close packet and it is safe to close the
connection. A VFER connection should handle the cases when the close packet
is lost and when the connection is terminated mid-connection. Endpoints are
encouraged but are not required to send the close packet before terminating a
connection.

5 Rate Controls

Rate controls ensure that the sender does not overrun the receiver with its
sending rate, and that the protocol is TCP-friendly towards other connections
that coexist in the network at the same time.

Congestion and flow controls control the rate of sending data packets. Ack
packets are not congestion controlled in this version of the specifications. The
reason for this is because the overhead is not large enough to make for a
substantial congestion contribution- on average one ack is sent out for every
UNACKED_THRESH data packets that are received. Since acks comppose a very
small fraction of the path MTU for the connection their impact on the friend-
liness of the connection is minimal. Because of their small size, acks are also
not accounted for by the flow control mechanism because there is little danger
of overrunning the local system buffer, although if necessary the endpoint may
advertize a smaller buffer than it actually has, taking into account the expected
proportion of acks that are going to be in the buffer at any point in time.

The request/response pair should not be used directly to determine round
trip time between the endpoints as the server may delay the response packet in-
definitely. The congestion control is tcp friendly although more experimentation
and theoretical work is needed to verify this. For simplicity, we will consider a
half-connection.
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5.1 Congestion Control

The rate control for the protocol is window based. Most of the congestion
control smarts are located at the sender. The sender primarily controls the
sending rate via two variables- the current congestion window- cwnd, and the
estimated number of data bytes in flight at the moment- in_flight variable.

The cwnd indicates the maximum number of bytes that may be sent out
without being acknowledged while in_flight indicates how many bytes out of
the cwnd are in the network at the moment.

In maintaining in_flight, the sender must update the byte count when it
sends a data packet or when it receives an ack from the receiver that acknowl-
edges the reception or the loss of some number of data bytes. The sender must
also have a timing mechanism so that packets that have been sent out a long
time ago but aren’t acknowledged may eventually be counted as dropped. When
these packets time out, the in_flight variable shrinks.

To maintain the cwnd, the sender uses the information from the received
acks. In particular, the sender computes the off target as CCONTROL_TARGET−
delay delta); where CCONTROL_TARGET is a target value for delay delta and is
recommended to be around 8 milliseconds; delay delta is the value from the
received ack packet. Next, the sender computes a GAIN which is the number
of bytes by which the congestion window is going to increase or decrease. The
GAIN is computed as MAX CWND INCREASE PACKETS PER RTT ∗
UNACKED_THRESH ∗ MTU2. Once this is computed, the sender’s actual gain is
going to be a scaled version of GAIN , particularly scaled gain = GAIN ∗
off target/(CCONTROL TARGET ∗ cwnd). Notice that off target may be
negative if delay delta overshoots CCONTROL_TARGET, in which case the scaled gain
will also be negative. [we need to motivate why this is reasonable here..]

After computing the scaled gain, the algorithm looks at the packets lost
field in the ack packet and if the cumulative number of lost packets carried by
the ack differs from the previously received ack’s value, the congestion control
needs to respond to the loss by shrinking the cwnd. It does this in a TCP-friendly
fashion by halfing the cwnd. However, if the ack indicates no packet loss since
the previous ack, the congestion control expands the cwnd by scaled gain.

In order for the congestion control to respond to losses only once per RTT
period, every time a loss is established from the ack packet, a timestamp is
taken, and any losses within the next RTT time period are not going to impact
the cwnd.

In changing the cwnd, the sender does not allow it to shrink below the 4*PMTU
threshold.

[Also need to mention how sent packets time out and impact the in_flight
variable. Also need to mention what exactly happens when a packet is sent out-
ie. if in_flight + new data ¿ cwnd then the packet is not sent. Need to talk
about RTT calculations and how delay delta sent by the receiver impacts the
congestion control- that is, what is the motivation for maintaining a base and
a current delay history windows.]
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5.2 Flow Control

Flow control works alongside congestion control to limit the rate of the sender.
Flow control at the sender is parametrized by the receiver during the initial
three-way handshake and depends on the available receiving buffer size at the
receiver. The receiving buffer size determines the maximum number of packets
an endpoint may receive before incoming packets have to be dropped. Therefore
when considering the what the value of the cwnd should be, the sender needs to
make it the min of the cwnd stipulated by the congestion and control and the
receiver’s receiving buffer size.

6 MTU Discovery Mechanism

There are size limitations for datagrams and packets. Maximum datagram sizes
are exchanged during the protocol handshake and the size of a datagram is
sent during the initial transmission of the datagram, and this size is application
defined. However, the size of the data packets is determined by the protocol,
in particular VFER uses a path MTU discovery mechanism to find the largest
possible MTU to use for the data packets. VFER uses the mechanism specified
by RFC

Packet size remains constant for a particular datagram, although it may vary
between datagrams. Unless set differently by the application, the packet size is
set to the MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) for the connection path. This
document does not describe how the MTU or the more ellusive PMTU (Path
MTU) are to be determined.

7 Security
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